Transfer Student Services

Description

Services for Transfer Students

ROOTS is a four-week workshop prior to the start of fall quarter for incoming transfer students to learn and practice basic molecular biology laboratory skills in a supportive setting while meeting other transfer students and networking with UCSD Biology faculty seeking student researchers. Visit the Roots website.
The Triton Transfer Hub provides resources, services, and programs to empower Triton Transfers to achieve their goals as they navigate UC San Diego’s academic and cultural landscape. We assist you in your transition through active engagement in opportunities that support your paths and build community so you thrive academically, professionally, and personally. Contact: tritontransfers@ucsd.edu

https://youtu.be/647AwMlNevo
UCSD provides a range of advising services that transfer students may take advantage of both before and during their academic program. Visit Advising to learn more.

One of these programs is Transfer, Network, Go! Transfer, Network, Go! is a certification program to ensure you hit the ground running by giving you the opportunity to develop connections across different areas within UC San Diego.

Transfer, Network, Go! has flexibility so you can get what you need from this experience, all while ensuring you engage socially, academically, and professionally. This is a great way to build your on-campus network and your resume!